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              Let its   be a complex variable , where   and t are real . For a  
 
complex number ,......,3,2,1,0   let ),(  s  be the Hurwitz zeta function defined  
 
by 
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sns  for 1  and its analytic continuation. For an integer 0k , let 
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k nskss  , where empty sum means zero . It is well-
known that ),(  s  ( for a fixed  ) is an analytic function of  s  except for a pole at  
 
1s . In author [4] , it has been shown that ),(  s  (for a fixed s) is an analytic function  
 
of  except for ,......2,1,0  .Note ).,(),( 1  ss
s    In author [6] , ),(1  s  
  
has been shown  to be an analytic function of    in the open disc .1  We shall write  
 
),(),( )(  ss rkks r
r


  for integers  r , 0k . In author [3]  , we have already defined  
 
the Fourier series on an interval of an integrable function . The object of this paper is to  
 
identify and study  the Fourier series of ),()(  srk  on the interval [0,1] ,  as a function of  
 
 , for a fixed s  in certain right or left half s-plane and also the corresponding results for  
 
Lerch’s  zeta function. This will be done by observing a simple fact that (for a fixed s in  
 
a certain region) if the trigonometric  or exponential series of functions of  ,  
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corresponding to the Fourier series on the interval [a,b] of an integrable function  (say ,  
 
)),()(  srk  converges  uniformly or boundedly on the interval [a,b] , then the said  
 
trigonometric (exponential) series is the Fourier series of that function on the interval . 
               
              On similar lines for complex ,.......2,1,0   , and for real   , we define  
 
Lerch’s zeta function s
n
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2    for 1  and its analytic 
continuation.  Note that if   is an integer , then  ),(),,(  ss   . If   is not an  
 
integer , then ),,( s  is an entire function of s . We write  
 
),,(),,( )( ss r
sr
r
 

 .We shall write I=[0,1] .We shall also study the Fourier series  
 
of  ),,( s  as a function of   on the unit interval [0,1] and also as a function of   on  
 
the unit interval I , when s is  fixed in a certain right or left half s-plane. From Theorem 2  
 
of author [5] ,   it is clear that for any integers 1k  and 0r , the power series in   of  
 
),()(  srk  can be obtained from the power series in  of ),(  sk in the disc k  by  
 
differentiating it r  times with respect to  s  term-by-term so that we have for k  , 
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 for k .  
However 1k  is arbitrary . This shows that as a function of  , )(),( )()( ss rr    is  
 
analytic everywhere except possibly at .,.........3,2,1,0   or equivalently if 1s , 
 
 ),()(  sr as a function of  , is analytic everywhere except possibly at  
 
.,.........3,2,1,0   Note that ),(),( 1  ss
s    so that  
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),(log)1(),( )(1
)(  ss rrsrr    . Also for 1s , ),(1  s as a function of  ,  
 
is analytic for 1  so that ),()(1  s
r as a function of  , is analytic for 1  and in 
particular , analytic at 0 . This means for 1s , as a function of  , ),()(1  s
r  is 
 
analytic everywhere except possibly at .,.........3,2,1   In particular , this means as a  
 
function of  , ),()(1  s
r  is analytic on the closed interval [0,1] for 1s . By this, we  
 
mean ),()(1  s
r  is analytic in some open set of  -plane containing the interval [0,1], for  
 
1s . Thus for Re ),(,1 )(1  ss
r  is an infinitely differentiable function of  on the  
 
interval I . In particular , this means ),()(1  s
r  is square-integrable in Lebesgue sense on  
 
I for 1  .  Also  rs log  is absolutely Riemann integrable on I as a function of    
 
for 1  and is square-integrable on I  for 
2
1  . Thus overall , ),()(  sr  is an  
 
integrable function of    on I  for 1  ;  and is square-integrable on I in Lebesgue  
 
sense for 
2
1  . Thus ),()(  sr  has trigonometric (exponential) Fourier series  as a  
 
function of    on I  for 1  ; and satisfies Parseval’s theorem on I for 
2
1  .   
 
However it is already known that  for 1  and for 10   ,  
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where the principal value of logarithm has been considered . Consequently  for any  
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integer 0r  and for 1  ,  1
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on  using Leibnitz’s theorem for differentiation . This is  the exponential Fourier series of  
 
),()(  sr  for  Re 1s , as a function of    on I .  
 
              In author [2]  , we have shown  that for 10   ,  in
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functions  of   on I  converges absolutely  and uniformly on  I and thus is the Fourier  
 
series of  ),(1  s  on I .  
 
              Next, we state our Propositions . We stress that in the case of ),()(  srk  (for  
 
0k  and )or  , we are considering Fourier series as a function of   on  I for a fixed s  
 
with Re 1s  .  
 
Proposition 1 : For 10   , let sss   ),(),(1  . Then  for 10   , we   
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Proposition 2 :  We have for 1  , the Fourier series for ),(  s , as a function of   
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Note : In author [3] , we have already defined  the concept of ‘finite Fourier series at a  
 
rational  point of the unit interval I’.  
 
Corollary :  I) If  
q
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II) We have Parseval’s theorem namely, for fixed complex 21, ss  with Re  ,1s  
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Note :  Mikolas [1]  has obtained Parseval’s theorem for ),(  s . However , his approach  
 
is based on Mellin’s transformation formula , which is different from ours .  
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Proposition 3 : We have for 1 , the Fourier series of ),('  s  in the form  
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where   is Euler’s constant .  
 
              Next , we consider the higher order derivatives of ),(  s  with respect to s . We  
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Thus , we  get the following Proposition .  
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Proposition 4 :   For any integer 0r  and for a fixed s  with Re 1s  , ),()(  sr , as a  
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              Exactly on the same lines, we can study Lerch’s zeta function ),,( s  . 
 
For a fixed complex number .,.........2,1,0   and for real   with 10    , and  for  
 
a complex number its  , we  have defined s
n
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and its analytic continuation . Then ),,( s  is an entire function of  s , unless 1  in  
 
which case ),(),,1(  ss  . Exactly on the same lines as ),,(),,( ss   is an  
 
analytic function of   for .,.........2,1,0   as in author [4] . For 0  and for a fixed  
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of  ),,( s  as a function of   on the unit interval [0,1] .  Consequently, we also  
 
get Parseval’s equation . This we state as follows .  
 
 
Proposition 5 :  For Re 0s  and for a fixed 0  ,  Lerch’s zeta function ),,( s   
 
has Fourier series , as a function of   on the unit interval [0,1] , namely ,  
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in ne   and 1
0
2 )( 

  s
n
in ne  of functions of   
 
on I converge boundedly on I for a fixed   with 10   . 
 
Thus ),,(2 se i    , as a function of    on the unit interval [0, 1] has  
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

   s
n
ins nesi    as the  Fourier series when  1  .  
: 9 : 
 
This gives the following  
 
Proposition  6 : For 1 and for a fixed   with 10    ,  as a function of    on the  
 
unit interval [0,1] ,  we have the Fourier series  
 
12212 )()1()2(),,( 




   s
n
in
is
si neesise  

   .  
 
Corollary :  We have for any integer n and for 1  ,  
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 and for 
2
1  ,  we have 


 
n
nsds 22
222
1
0
2
)()1()2(),,(    
 )1,22(),22(|)1(|)2( 222     s  . 
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